
Homework Spelling Activities 
Year 4

Below you will find the words your child will be learning 
in each term if they are in year 4. In  addition to the 
activities your child has been set on spelling shed for 
their weekly homework, you may also wish to use the 
attached spelling activities as an alternative way to 

support your child’s spelling application.



Year 4 Autumn 1



Year 4 Autumn 2



Year 4 Spring 1



Year 4 Spring 2



Year 4 Summer 1



Year 4 Summer 2



Find the correct spelling
Give your child three ways to spell a word; two incorrect 
spellings and one correct spelling. Challenge your child to 

identify the correct spelling.
Example:

nife knife
gnife



Highlight and sort
Give your child a selection of words. Challenge them to sort them 

by the sound or spelling rule  the words and highlight them
Example:

kn gn n



Pyramid Power
Challenge your child to write their spellings in a pyramid 

like the example shown below.
Example: 



Sound buttons
Challenge your child to write the words and add the dots 
and dashes to the words to show the phonics sounds in 

each word. 
Example:

kn ee
kn o t
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Rainbow sounds
Challenge your child to write their spellings using different 
colours to show each of the sounds/spelling rules in the 

words.
Example:

knee
know
knot



Shrinking words
Challenge your child to write their spellings and encourage 
them to write each word repeatedly but losing a letter each 

time they write out the word. 
Example:

knife

nife

ife

fe

e



Alphabet Ordering
Choose a selection of spellings from the list. Challenge 

your child to order them alphabetically.



Scrambled Words
Choose a selection of words and write them for your 

child scrambled up. Challenge your child to reorder the 
letters correctly to create a whole word.

Example: 

wokn
tnok
eekn



Quick Write
Choose a word from the spelling list. Challenge 
your child to see how many times can you write 

this word?



Tic Tac Toe
Using words from the spelling list, play tic tac toe with your child 
using two different coloured pens or pencils. The player wins when 

they have been able to write three words in a row.



Dictation Test
Using words from the spelling list, read your child some 

sentences and challenge them to write the correct spelling 
down.

Example:

You would say to your child…
“The word is knock. There was a ……………at the door.”


